ISPLR – Inflatable Single Place Life Raft
Single Person Life Raft of Choice for Flight Over Water

Easily transportable between aircraft, ideal for sea planes, ferry pilots and more.

Protecting Aviators since 1920

www.SWITLIK.com
Specifications:

Buoyancy: Over 180 lbs.
Inflation System: 2 each 75g CO₂ cylinders
Buoyancy Tube Fabric: 200 Denier urethane double coated nylon
Approval: TSO-C72c

Features:

- Fully Reversible
- Quick and easy boarding
- Low-slung floor design for significantly enhanced seating comfort and stability in water
- Weather-tight canopy protection with viewing window
- Three layer inflation chamber design for redundancy
- Vacuum packaging available for extended TBO
- Optional Inflatable floor for enhanced thermal protection
- Stowage pockets for personal safety items
- Compact bailer and sea anchor included
- Easily transportable between aircraft, Soft Valise has removable cylinders ideal for ferry pilots

Loose Pack
- 7" (Dia.) x 12" L
- Weighs 5.4 lbs. (2.4 kg)
- Loose packed
- Cylinders accessible for removal
- 1 year TBO

Belt Pack
- 8" H x 34" L x 1.5" W
- Weighs 6.2 lbs. (2.8 kg)
- Hermetically sealed
- Cylinders not accessible for removal
- 3 year TBO

Sealed Pack
- 4 1/4" H x 14" L x 6 1/4" W
- Weighs 5.4 lbs. (2.4 kg)
- Hermetically sealed
- Cylinders not accessible for removal
- 5 year TBO